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Selective reduction of the S cone
electroretinogram in diabetes

Shuichi Yamamoto, Megumi Kamiyama, Koji Nitta, Tetsuya Yamada, Seiji Hayasaka

Abstract
Aims-To determine whether the short
wavelength sensitive (S) cone electro-
retinogram (ERG) is selectively altered in
diabetic patients with and without retin-
opathy.
Methods-Ganzfeld spectral flashes in the
presence of bright white background illu-
mination were used to elicit S cone ERGs
in 15 non-retinopathic diabetics, 16 back-
ground retinopathic diabetics, and 16 age
matched normal controls.
Results-The amplitude of the S cone
ERG b-wave was significantly reduced in
both non-retinopathic and retinopathic
diabetics. An action spectrum based on
equal response criteria revealed a selec-
tive loss of S cone sensitivity in diabetics.
However, no significant difference was
observed in the long and middle wave-
length sensitive cone ERG.
Conclusions-Diabetic patients showed
selective reduction of the S cone ERG,
which is thought to reflect changes in the
outer retina.
(Br3 Ophthalmol 1996;80:973-975)
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It is known that patients with diabetic retin-
opathy show tritan defects on colour vision
tests.'2 Psychophysical studies using an incre-
ment threshold technique have revealed a

selective loss of the short wavelength sensitive
(S) cone pathway in patients with diabetes who
have varied degrees of retinopathy."5 Further-
more, a histochemical study showed loss of
disproportionate numbers of S cones in human
eyes with diabetic retinopathy supporting these
psychophysiological studies.6 We report the S
cone electroretinograms (ERGs) to spectral
flashes with a Ganzfeld stimulus in diabetic
patients. A brief abstract describing our results
has been published.7

Materials and methods
Fifteen patients with diabetes who had no oph-
thalmoscopic evidence of retinopathy and who
ranged in age from 23 to 60 (mean 49.8) years

and 16 patients with background diabetic
retinopathy who ranged in age from 39 to 60
(mean 50.8) years participated in this study.
Fluorescein angiograms were performed on all
diabetic patients to determine whether back-
ground retinopathy was present. Among the
diabetic patients without retinopathy, five were
taking insulin and 10 used oral hypoglycaemic
agents. Among the retinopathic diabetics, 11
were taking insulin and five used oral hypogly-
caemic agents. All patients had visual acuity of
20/25 or better and clear crystalline lenses.

None of the patients had received retinal pho-
tocoagulation treatment before this study. Six-
teen subjects, ranging in age from 30 to 60
(mean 47.8) years without ophthalmic abnor-
malities, comprised the control group. Colour
vision was tested by means of the Farnsworth
panel D-15; all subjects showed normal
functions, and no tritan defect was observed.
Informed consent was obtained from all
subjects after the nature and possible conse-
quences of the study were explained.
The method used to record the ERG was

basically identical to that of Gouras and associ-
ates.89 A Ganzfeld stimulator provided a full
field white background illumination (50 cd/m')
and flash stimuli. The subject's pupils were
fully dilated with 0.5% tropicamide drops. The
ERGs were recorded from both eyes simulta-
neously, in general, using Burian-Allen bipolar
contact lens electrodes. The chromatic stimuli
were obtained with Wratten colour filters
(Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA) 98
(450 nm), 48 (471 nm), 61 (534 nm), 21 (593
nm), and 29 (633 nm). (The numbers in
parentheses indicate the nominal wavelength of
maximum transmission of each filter.) The
intensities of the flashes were changed by neu-
tral density filters. The flash duration was 10
microseconds and the stimulus frequency was
5 Hz. Responses were averaged with use of the
Neuropack 2 averager (Nihon Kohden, Tokyo,
Japan). To determine the difference in relative
light intensity required to match the long
wavelength sensitive (L) and middle wave-
length sensitive (M) cone b-wave produced by
the blue (450 nm) flash and that produced by
the red (633 nm) flash, we determined the
relation between L, M cone b-wave amplitude
and light intensity that produced an equal
amplitude L, M cone b-wave for the blue (450
nm) flash. To compare the lens yellowing, we
obtained the L, M cone balance-namely, the
log density units of the neutral density filter
required to produce the L, M cone b-wave
elicited with red stimuli, which is identical to
that with blue stimuli. The lens yellowing
reduces short wavelength transmissivity and
reduces the L, M cone b-wave amplitude as
well as the S cone amplitude. Thus, the L, M
cone balance increases with the lens yellowing
because long wavelength transmissivity is not
greatly affected.9 We obtained permanent
recordings using the maximum flash intensity
available at 450 nm and dimming the other
stimuli with neutral density filters to produce
approximately equal long wavelength sensitive
(L) and middle wavelength sensitive (M) cone
ERGs, because all longer wavelength stimuli
had more effective energy for the L and M
cones. To obtain action spectra based on equal
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Figure I Cone electroretinograms (ERGs) showing responses to different chromatic stimuli
from a 49-year-old normal subject (A) and a 48-year-old non-retinopathic diabetic patient
(B). The number on the left signifies the nominal wavelength ofmaximum transmission of
each filter in nanometres. Numbers in parentheses indicate the neutral density filter used to
adjust the energies of the flashes to produce approximately equal early (L,M cone) b-waves.
The broken lines indicate the S cone b-waves that were measured. S signifies S cone b-wave,
and L,M signifies L,M cone b-wave.

amplitude criteria, intensity amplitude func-
tion was determined for all spectral stimuli in
each subject.
Comparisons among diabetics without retin-

opathy, those with background retinopathy,
and normal subjects were performed by means
ofANOVA and post hoc tests.

Results
In normal subjects, the S cone ERG elicited by
short wavelength (450 and 471 nm) stimuli
appeared as a separate b-wave riding on an

early mixed L and M cone b-wave. Middle and
long wavelength stimuli produced only the
mixed L and M cone b-waves (Fig 1A). We
measured the S cone b-wave response from its
initial appearance, after the peak of the L, M
cone b-wave, to its own peak for the 450 nm
stimulus (Fig 1A). In a diabetic patient who
had background retinopathy, the S cone
b-wave was reduced in amplitude and in-
creased in implicit time (Fig IB).

Table 1 summarises amplitudes and implicit
times of the S cone b-wave to 450 nm stimuli
and those of the L, M cone b-wave to 633 nm
stimuli in diabetic patients without retinopathy
(non-retinopathic diabetics), those with back-
ground retinopathy, and normal controls. The
range for the S cone ERG amplitude was 0.54-
2.46 jsV in normal controls. The S cone b-wave
amplitudes were significantly lower in non-
retinopathic diabetics and in retinopathic
diabetics compared with controls (p<0.001).
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Figure 2 Action spectrum of the S cone and L,M cone
b-wave based on constant amplitude criteria. The standard
error of the mean is shown by vertical lines. The ordinate is
in log relative sensitivity (reciprocal number of
quanta/flash); the abscissa is wavelength in nanometres. All
analyses were done usingANOVA and post hoc tests.
*p<O. 05 compared with controls.

There was no significant difference in the S
cone b-wave amplitude between diabetics with
and without retinopathy. For the L, M cone

b-wave, there were no significant differences in
amplitudes and in implicit times between the
three groups.
We determined the action spectrum of the S

cone and L, M cone b-wave based on equal
amplitude criteria (Fig 2). The S cone b-wave
has its peak sensitivity at 450 nm and the L,M
cone b-wave at 534 nm. The S cone sensitivity
was significantly decreased at 450 and 471 nm
in retinopathic and non-retinopathic diabetics,
compared with controls, respectively (p<0.05).
The action spectrum of the L, M cone b-wave
was almost identical in three groups and no
statistical differences were observed at any
wavelength.
There was no significant difference in the L,
M cone balance-namely, the ratio of long
(633 nm) to short (450 nm) wavelength filter-
ing required to produce identical L, M cone

b-waves. This finding implied that the lens yel-
lowings were almost identical in the three
groups and that differences in the opacity of
dioptric media could be negligible in this study
(Table 1).

Table 1 S cone and L,M cone electroretinogram (ERG) b-wave. Values represent mean (SD)

S cone ERG b-wave (450 nm) L,M cone ERG b-wave (633 nm)
L,M cone balance

Amplitude (lV9 IT (ms) Amplitude (>V)' IT (ms) (LDU)

Non-retinopathic diabetics
(27 eyes) 0.79 (0.29)* 47.0 (4.22) 2.12 (0.91) 27.9 (1.69) 0.51 (0.13)

Retinopathic diabetics
(30 eyes) 0.72 (0.41)* 47.8 (2.94) 2.45 (0.62) 27.8 (1.38) 0.59 (0.08)

Controls
(18eyes) 1.25(0.32) 45.5(2.41) 2.66(1.23) 27.1 (1.78) 0.50(0.11)

IT=implicit time; LDU=log density unit.
All analyses were done using ANOVA and post hoc tests.
*p<0.001 compared with controls.
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Discussion
Several psychophysical studies have demon-
strated the vulnerability ofthe S cone system in
diabetes'-5; however, no electrophysiological
report has been published and the affected
locus has not as yet been determined. Diabetes
reportedly decreases the sensitivity of the S
cone pathway more selectively than retinitis
pigmentosa or open angle glaucoma, suggest-
ing that multiple sites could contribute to the
selective loss in diabetes.5 Electrophysiological
studies showed that mild changes in the inner
retina alter the oscillatory potentials'0 and the
scotopic threshold responses" in diabetes.
Our results indicate that diabetes affects the

S cone ERG selectively. Both retinopathic and
non-retinopathic diabetes reduce the ampli-
tude of the b-waves of the S cone ERG and
decrease its sensitivity significantly; on the
other hand, the L and M cone responses are

not affected in either stage of diabetes. It has
been reported that hypoxia caused tritan-like
defects in normal subjects.'2 The S cone path-
way is thought to be more vulnerable to
hypoxia than the L andM cone systems.5 Since
we measure only the,S cone b-wave the defect
in diabetes must occur at either the S cone

bipolar or photoreceptor level. If we could
detect the S cone a-wave we might be able to
distinguish a receptor from a second order
neuron defect. The method we employed in
this study was first reported by Gouras and
MacKay.8 Although the amplitude of the S
cone b-wave is relatively small, both S and L,
M cone mechanisms can be examined simulta-
neously at the same state of retinal adaptation
with equipment that can be available in any
ERG laboratory.

It is well known that cataracts occur 20 to 30
years earlier in diabetic patients than in
normoglycaemic patients."3 Changes in diopt-
ric media reduce the amplitude of the S cone
b-wave.9 A psychophysical study, in which the
lens yellowing was taken into account, revealed
a selective loss of short wavelength sensitivity
in the older diabetic eyes.4 In our results,
obtained from both older and younger sub-
jects, the L,M cone balance is almost identical
in non-retinopathic, retinopathic diabetics, and
controls. The L,M cone balance is the amount
of neutral density filtering required to be
placed before the red (633 nm) flash to
produce an L, M cone b-wave equal to that of

the blue (450 nm) flash. With lens yellowing
this value increases.9 From these results, we
can conclude that the transmission characteris-
tics of the crystalline lenses are similar in the
three groups and that the selective reduction of
the S cone ERG in diabetes is probably due to
diabetic changes in the retina and not in the
lens.

Reports have suggested that the sensitivity
loss of the S cone pathway may precede
ophthalmoscopic changes in the fundus."
Also, oscillatory potentials in single flash ERG
reportedly could be a predictor of retinopathy
progression.'4 It will be interesting to follow
diabetic retinopathy prospectively in patients
whose S cone ERGs are reduced below the
normal range. Such studies would be needed
to determine whether the S cone ERG can be a
predictor of diabetic retinopathy.

The authors are grateful to Peter Gouras, MD, for helpful com-
ments on the manuscript.
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